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IN THIS ISSUE 

Repairs to Portknockie harbour 
The condition of our aged harbour is          
regularly inspected by Moray Council.         
)nspections of quay faces which are            
submerged at low tide are carried out at         
さ-year intervals by divers. Other inspections 
are carried out annually and, if  necessary, 
after storms. )nspections and repairs are    
inanced by the Council╆s (arbour        
Maintenance budget. 

The inspection after the spring storm this year 
found that a large block of concrete had been 
swept from the seaward end of the MacDonald 
Pier. The pier was repaired urgently, as soon as 
the tides and weather were conducive. 

The seats around the paddling pool and harbour have now been replaced. They were sufering from 
broken spars and degrading concrete bases. 

The Council╆s Economic Development and )nfrastructure Services Committee is working under severe 
budget constraints. For さこごさ/ござ, there is a planned maintenance budget for our harbour of £せ,こここ:   

general maintenance £ざ,こここ, pontoon maintenance 
£さ,こここ and diving inspection £ざ,こここ. Repairs to the 
pontoons will be done as necessary until there is 
funding for improvements. Dredging is not 
planned for another year, although the Committee 
has noted that this may afect the harbour╆s        
servicability. )n general, the Committee has noted 
risks on the future of Moray╆s harbours arising 
from restricting repairs: closure of part or all of a 
harbour, and increased               
expenditure at a  later date. 

Looking forward to when funds 
become available – presumably 
when the national budget deicit is 
paid of – the reserve list of  

       contd on page す 
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New water works go on to March: The water mains renewal project in the village will not now be        
completed before the Spring. A Scottish Water spokesman said, ╅... The works to replace cast iron mains  
dating back to the ごぜさこs has been more complex than expected. Our contractors expected to be able to fast 
pull the new pipes through large sections of the existing network but the bad quality of the old cast iron 
pipes made that impossible. Further delays arose when our workmen were laying connections from the 
mains to individual homes and we discovered lead pipes, which had to be completely replaced. ... Once it is 
inished the replacement programme in Portknockie will improve water pressure and reduce the likelihood 
of sudden bursts, greatly beneiting our customers in the area.╆ 

A new wastewater service was provided in Portknockie for Xmas! The wastewater pumping station 
down by the harbour is now completed and it is expected to start pumping our sewage to Findochty and the 
March Road Treatment Works at Buckie in December. 

Portknockie is being heard in Edinburgh: On November すth, Paula (edley gave a talk on career choices 
to MSPs and leading academics at a ╅Science and The Parliament さここさ╆ conference in the city. A quotation 
sent in by your Editor to the nation-wide Voices of Scotland competition is one of さここ selected to go on the 
large poster hoardings that are being placed around the new Scottish Parliament building. The quote was 
from Samuel Johnson's Journey to the (ebrides – ╅A Scotchman must be a very sturdy moralist who does 
not love Scotland better than truth╆. 

THE K’NOCKER ヱヰ YEARS AGO... 

At the September AGM, there was a change of personnel within the CDP(G, and a new committee elected. 
Both Cy Pirie and Steve Liley have stood down as President and Secretary, respectively. Cy is still the point 
of contact for anyone wishing information regarding the (eritage Group ゅごせ Reidhaven Street; tel: こごじしさ 
せしござぜご; email: cypirie@tiscali.co.ukょ.  

On this year╆s Armistice Sunday, the (G laid poppy wreaths for the irst time at the three local War         
Memorials. 

The year ahead for the (eritage Group is still in the planning stages. 

CULLEN, DESKFORD & PORTKNOCKIE HERITAGE GROUP 

 

maintenance works for our harbour dated     
February さこごさ is valued at £ごしす,じここ: North Pier: 
inner face pointing £ごこ,こここ, outer face spalled 
joints £す,こここ; MacDonald Pier: pressure grout 
£ごこ,こここ, outer face concrete £ごこ,こここ, inner face 

concrete £ごこ,こここ; Breakwater: outer face 
and deck concrete £じこ,こここ; North Pier  
Jetty: inner face concrete £ごこ,こここ,       
pressure grout £ごこ,こここ; Entrance Jetty: 
outer face parapet joint £ず,じここ, east face 
concrete repair to undermining £さこ,こここ, 
outer face repair to undermining £ざ,こここ. 
The priority of works is now based on 
safety issues. Requests from the public are 
taken into account where possible but 
this depends on funding.  

The reserve lists of works for Cullen, 
Findochty and (opeman harbours are 
valued at £すさ,じここ, £ごござ,こここ and £ずせ,こここ, 
respectively. 

contd from page じ Welcome to this bumper winter issue. Katharine, 
Damian and (elen give special thanks to Peter 
for laying out the extra pages even while he was 
preparing to celebrate a landmark birthday. 
This issue sees the start of the subscription year 
for many of you and the forms have come in 
thick and fast. At the 
time of writing, there 
have been ごじこ renewals, 
making the number 
slightly lower than last 
year. )f you wish to be a 
subscriber, you can start 
a subscription at any 
time of year. 
May the K'nocker team 
wish you a happy 
Christmas and a merry 
(ogmanay.  
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PortkﾐoIkie Seﾐiors’ CluH                  by Tony Barnes 

The irst meeting of the season was on the ごぜth September; this is the meeting where members take the       
opportunity to renew their membership. The evening╆s entertainment was Peter Law on the accordion     
accompanied by Rosemary on the piano. They gave a rich mixture of music, songs and jokes many of which 
were in ╅Doric╆ which left me completely confused. 

October╆s meeting was on the ごすth. Mary Reid our Chair announced that tickets for the Christmas party 
would be on sale at the November meeting, price £す per person, and there will also be a Bring and Buy sale. 
The evening╆s entertainment was provided by the Portsoy ずじ Club, so called because that was the year they 
were formed. Eight male singers accompanied by a male pianist kept us well entertained with a very varied 
repertoire, certainly diferent to what we normally enjoy. Whilst the group regained their breath, a lady     
soloist gave us some local songs. 

PortkﾐoIkie Coﾏﾏuﾐity AssoIiaioﾐ                           by Bob Croucher 
The McBoyle (all in the McLeod Park is Portknockie╆s village hall and the Portknockie Community           
Association ゅPCAょ is committed to making it a community asset of which to be proud. To this end, a     
makeover project was launched last year to make our (all better equipped to meet community purposes for 
the さごst century. A false ceiling was installed in the main hall to help improve heating insulation and         
enhance the acoustics, more eicient heaters were installed and a new small activity room, the Snug, was 
created in the old changing room area. 

This coming year, the improvements will be focused in the kitchen to improve the facilities and enhance the 
hygiene standards of the area with two modern ovens, replacement double sinks, a suite of storage units, a 
dishwasher and new looring. The changes to the existing kitchen will meet current hygiene regulations and 
make possible more ambitious uses of this part of the (all for food preparation activities. )n November, 
Awards for All conirmed a grant of £ぜ,ぜせご towards the £ござ,こここ cost of the kitchen conversion. Receiving a 
Lottery grant is some achievement and residents ought to know about the inancial support that has been 
granted to help to improve village facilities. 

This type of modernisation of village facilities needs the backing and support of residents and the PCA hopes 
that the new-look (all will be welcomed and be put to fresh, imaginative uses by Portknockie folk. The    
income of the PCA, a recognised Scottish charity, comes from grants, fund-raising activities such as the Gala 
and cofee mornings, hall-letting fees and donations from residents. Last year ゅさこごご/さこごさょ, funds for the (all 
were boosted by donations from )ain Anderson, James Bruce, Gertie Craib, )sabel Mair, Pearl Murray, PCA, 
Portknockie Car (ire, Portknockie Youth Club, Kerry and Zander Reid, Neil Robertson, Seaield )nn, Seaield 
Walking Group, Lorna Sinclair, Stuart Stevenson, Jim Urquhart, Victoria (otel, Margaret Wilson and Dave 
Wood. The PCA is very grateful for these donations which go to help to provide the McBoyle (all facility. 

The PCA management group helps to keep down the running costs of the (all by taking on the cleaning  
duties throughout the year as a voluntary activity. )t would be hugely helpful if you, the reader, might      
consider helping out with this task. )deally, we need teams of two for each month of the year. )f you want to 
volunteer for this community task, then contact any of the PCA group – Anne Barnes, John Bell, Bob 
Croucher, Celia and John Going, (arry (awkes, Gladys McKenzie, John Myles and Jim  Urquhart. Any help 
you can ofer will be much appreciated. What╆s in it for you? ) suggest the satisfaction of giving something 
tangible back to your village by helping to create a clean and welcoming McBoyle (all for all its users. Please 
give this request positive consideration. 

On another matter, the PCA is looking for a volunteer Press Oicer to write up descriptions of events such as 
the Fireworks Display on ざ November and the Christmas Fair on せ December, the Summer Gala, etc. Do you 
know anyone in the village who might be interested enough to donate services? 

NOTICEBOARD 

Wanted: empty Ferrero Rocher boxes - ) collect shells and use empty Ferrero Rocher boxes to store the    
larger specimens. )f you ever have any, ) will be grateful if you would pass them on to me. 
David W McKay ゅぜ Seaield Street; tel: せしここごご; email: chlamys@btopenworld.comょ 
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Portknockie Youth Club has 
been going for at least さじ 
years, and for ごじ of those, Lil 
Urquhart, PTK born and 
bred, has been involved. 
When Moray Council        
withdrew its support じ years 
ago, Lil decided to continue 
as a volunteer and run the 
Club on a self-funding basis.  
) visited the Club in October 
and met Lil and her helper of 
the last ざ years, Rachel    
Shepherd. 

The club moved recently to the 
McBoyle (all as Portknockie  
Community Association decided 
not to continue the lease of the 
Burgh Chambers. The new venue 
has its pros and cons: while the 
(all is warmer, there is little    
storage space. )n fact, the Club had 
to sell its pool table and other 
equipment when vacating the 
Chambers, and its television and 
DVD player were damaged        
recently by other users of the (all. 

At the moment, the Club serves 
children in Primary ご–ず: from す to 
ず o╆clock Primary ご–ざ and from ず–せ 
o╆clock Primary し–ず. An hour isn╆t 
long, but the children seemed   
satisied to be able to meet      
whoever comes and let of steam 
in a safe and dry environment. 

On the evening ) visited, both of 
the age groups were rather small, 
with some having moved up to 

high school and not having been 
replaced yet by younger ones. But 
everyone was keen and waiting on 
the dot of the hour to get in. The 
Club gives the children a chance 
for free time together. Lil said, 
╅We╆ve found that drawing and 
craft activities are not popular, the 
children just want to play.╆  

The children also have the chance 
to buy pop, penny chews and   
other small sweeties, which is a 
surprisingly calm afair well       
organised by Lil and Rachel, who 
harbour each child╆s spending 
money and return what is left at 
the end of the evening. The money 
goes, along with the admission fee, 
into the Club╆s funds and is 
enough to pay the rent for the 

(all. 

Lil, along with the help of the   
parents, organises Club outings 
once or twice a year. The recent 
weekend camping near Aviemore 
was a big success, even though 
they came home early on the   
Sunday because of rain! They 
camped in the woods, where the 
children made a swing, and they 
visited the beach at Loch Morlich. 

This year, the Club celebrated the 
Jubilee with a sponsored walk up 
the Bin of Cullen, which raised 
about £ざじこ to go towards their 
next outing, and held (alloween 
parties. 

For information please contact Lil 
on せしこここし. 

PortkﾐoIkie Youth CluH            by Katharine Connell 

          Younger Youth Club members 

        Older Youth Club members 
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PortkﾐoIkie Nursery 

We have been busy since the start of term settling our new children into the nursery setting in     
addition to reairming rules and boundaries. Quite a number of our children have become big 
brothers or sisters over the past few months and we have been following the children╆s interests 
relating to their families and babies. 

We have been on a trip with Mrs McWhirter╆s Pご–ざ class from the school into Buckie where we visited the 
shops to buy supplies for the nursery. We would like to say thank you to the Red Cross shop for their       
hospitality and that goodie bags which all the children received on our visit there. We were able to visit one 
of our children╆s grandparents in their shop, as well visit the baby clinic in the Lady Cathcart Centre with the 
(ealth Visiting Team. We would also like to express our thanks to them for allowing us to visit. The children 
thoroughly enjoyed being able to see the babies and watch them being weighed. 

The children have been enjoying taking part in music sessions with the school on a Tuesday and we are 
looking forward to joining in with the school Nativity play. 

On fundraising, we enjoyed our sponsored walk to Cullen and back on Thursday October ごご. We were trying 
to raise money to buy a new computer and some cameras as a lot of our )CT equipment is broken and needs 
replacing. Once more, we must say many thanks to all who sponsored us. We look forward to buying our 
new equipment for the children to enjoy  using, so allowing them to build on their learning experiences.  
Also on fundraising, parents and staf will be bag packing in the Co-op in Buckie on Saturday せ December. 

We will be holding a Festive Tea on Thursday ござ December in the Seaield (all. Please look out for posters 
advertising the event and come along and support it if you can. We look forward to seeing you then. Our 
children will be performing a short Christmas Concert. 

Our さ–ざ group continues to run on Tuesday and Wednesday afternoons from ごさ.ざこ to さ.ざこ. We will have 
spaces available from January; if anyone is interested, please contact us on せしごせさじ or pop in to see us and 
register your child. We are always grateful for the support we get from the local community as we are a  
committee-run nursery and without your support we would not be able to continue providing the quality 
education we want for our pre-school children within the village. 

PortkﾐoIkie Coﾏﾏuﾐity CouﾐIil                   from Fraser Weir 

The PCC exists primarily to bring to attention of the elected members of Moray Council any complaints and 
ideas that the local residents may have about the facilities available in the village and the surrounding area. 
To this end we are dependent on the feedback from the community. A list of members of the PCC is posted 
on the village noticeboard or we can be contacted by email ゅportknockiecc@gmail.comょ. 

We get the usual complaints about dog fouling and to this end try to ensure there are adequate ╅poo-bins╆ in 
the village. The problem is that whilst the vast majority of dog owners are very responsible and keep the  
village clean, it only takes a very small minority to have a detrimental efect on the environment. 

We are actively trying to get Moray Council to tidy up various locations in the village and its surrounds ゅfor 
example, the area round Jenny╆s Well, where ) notice an invasion of Japanese knot weedょ. There are other 
areas where seating is provided that need to be properly maintained along with the paths leading to them. 

The wind farm proposed by Vattenfall at the Altmore Forest goes before the Moray Planning Department 
this December. )f the application is successful, Vattenfall will provide a community fund for the area ゅKeith, 
Deskford, Cullen, Portknockie and round the coast to Portgordonょ. The idea being mooted is that an        
independent committee be set up to administer the fund, which is said to be about £じこ,こここ a year. )n      
conjunction with Portknockie Community Association, we have set up a committee whose aim is to try to    
maximise our chances of obtaining some funds. Our fear is that the larger communities will have more 
╅clout╆ and that the smaller communities like us will lose out. We have, therefore, contacted the other  
smaller communities with the following proposal: that さこ% of the fund be allocated to the independent 
committee for administration and the remaining せこ% be allocated to all the communities involved in      
relation to the number of community council seats they are entitled to have. To date, we have received a 
positive response from Rathven & Arradoul and Findochty CCs and await responses from the others. We 
will keep you updated as to progress. 
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Bo┘liﾐg CluH 

With much of the weather ideal for bowls, and     
Wilson Weir keeping the green in such really         
excellent condition, we had a busy and enjoyable 
outdoor season. 

Annual Club competitions over the summer months 
saw David Findlay and Pat Murray win the Dougal 
Cup, and Bob Castles, Patricia Cowie, and John Myles 
win our new Jubilee/Charity Trophy. The Alan    
Maclean Cup was captured by Linda Wood and John 
Wood, while winners of the Willie (ay Trophy were 
Kathleen Rennie and John Myles. 

June saw our annual Open Pairs competition – which 
again attracted a large entry and was played over the 
week – and was won by )an Munro and )ain Paterson 
of Portgordon Bowling Club. Our annual ごさ-hour 
Bowls Marathon – our main fundraiser of the year – 
took place in August, and raised £ずすこ: thanks are  
extended to all who supported the event. 

While our League programme drew to a close with 
the Club occupying a slightly disappointing eighth 
place, members did well out and about – David 
Findlay and Wilson Weir representing the Club in 
the Scottish Gents╆ Pairs came within a whisker of 
qualifying for the national inals in Ayr, having been 
pipped on the last end of the District Final. There 
was success though – coincidentally on the very same 
night – when Pat Murray and Fraser Weir captured 
the silverware in the Buckie Bowling Club╆s Open 
Pairs competition. As for the outdoor Club         
Championships, Donald Morrison won the James 
Stewart Cup in the singles, Elaine Wood and Brenda 
Ritchie won the Lythe Shield in the Pairs, and Wilson 
Weir won the (at Night Trophy. 

We played outdoors until late September, by which 
time evening light was fast disappearing. At that 
point. we moved back into the warmth of the 

McBoyle (all to resume carpet bowls. Our indoor 
Club (at nights normally take place on Mondays and 
Thursdays at す.ざこ pm, and both new and old       
members are always welcome. 

Residents of the village will be aware of hopes to   
refurbish the tennis courts. They have visibly gone 
past their sell-by date and hence survey forms were 
recently distributed. An excellent response was     
received, and at the time of writing Moray Council╆s 
analysis of the many returned forms is being studied. 
(opefully, before too long we will have a clear idea of 
the way forward, which will result in a sports facility 
which is an asset to the village. 

NeighHourhood WatIh 

The aim of Moray Council╆s Community Warden 
scheme is to reduce crime and the fear of crime, to 
combat vandalism and antisocial behaviour, to      
improve the environmental quality and to assist in 
building community pride.  

Locally, the vacancy for a Community Warden has 
been illed with the appointment of Andrew Mackie, 
who is already very well experienced in this ield. 
While Andrew will  cover the area between           
Portgordon and Cullen, it is very likely that before 
long residents will see him – although hopefully not 
too frequently! – in the village, when he will be      
delighted to get to know them. 

Andrew will work from the Lady Cathcart Centre in 
Buckie, where he can be met in person. Alternatively, 
he can be contacted by telephoning こずせここ すずこすすさ or 
via the Council╆s Anti Social Behaviour Team on 
こござしざ じすざざささ, or by emailing                                      
andrew.mackie@moray.gov.uk.  

Should you want to contact the police, however, the 
Grampian Control Room number remains at こせしじ 
すここ じずここ. 
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Wiﾐter ﾏotoriﾐg ips froﾏ the AA 

Winter is the season requiring most care and   
preparation if you╆re to stay safe and avoid a  
breakdown. (ere╆s general advice from the AA 
for safe and trouble-free driving through the 
winter. 

Battery and electrics 

Lights, heaters and wipers put high demands on the car 
battery. )f your driving is mainly dark rush-hour trips, 
the battery will give out eventually. 

Turn of non-essential electrical loads such as lights, 
rear screen heater and wipers. Use the starter in short,               
じ-second bursts if the engine doesn╆t start quickly. 

Avoid running electrical systems any longer than          
necessary – turn the heater fan down and switch the   
heated rear window of once windows are clear. 

Antifreeze 

You need a じこ/じこ mix of antifreeze and water in the     
cooling system for winter. This gives maximum          
protection down to –ざし°C. 

A continuous squealing noise as soon as the engine is 
started is a sign that the water pump is frozen – the 
sound comes from the fan belt slipping on the pulley. 
Stop the engine immediately and allow it to thaw out.  

)f the car begins to overheat a few miles from home, it╆s 
likely that the radiator has frozen. Stop straight away to 
avoid serious damage and allow the radiator to thaw.  

Vision 

)f your vision is obscured through dirt or snow you 
could face a hefty ine. Clear snow from the roof as well 
as from windows as this can fall onto the windscreen 
obscuring your view. )t can be a hazard to other road 
users as well. 

Dazzle from a low winter sun can be a particular    
problem. )mprove vision by making sure that the   
windscreen is clean both inside and out.  

Make sure that wipers are switched of in the park    
position when leaving the car when there╆s a risk of 
freezing. 

Top up windscreen washer luid and treat with a      
suitable additive to reduce the chance of freezing.  

Visibility 

Make sure that all bulbs are working and that lenses are 
clean. When roads are really mucky, you might need to 
clean lights after every journey. Keep the number plates 
clean too as you can be ined if they are dirty and      
illegible. 

)f you have to clear snow from the car, it╆s important to 
clear it from the lights – front and back. You must use 
headlights when visibility is seriously reduced.  

Tyres 

The AA recommends at least ざ mm of tread for winter  
motoring, and certainly no less than さ mm. 

Consider changing to winter tyres – these have higher  
silica content in the tread, which prevents them     
hardening at lower temperatures and therefore gives 
better grip in cold wet conditions. 

Before you go 

Get up at least ごこ minutes early to give you time to   
prepare the car. 

Use a cigarette lighter to warm a key for a frozen lock. 
Don╆t breathe on the lock, as the moisture will          
condense and freeze. 

Plan routes to favour major roads that are more likely 
to have been cleared and gritted. 

Don╆t drive of like a tank-commander, with a tiny hole 
cleared in the windscreen. Clear all windows using a  
scraper and de-icer. 

Put safety before punctuality when the bad weather 
closes in. Allow extra time for winter journeys but be 
prepared for the inevitability of being late due to        
unexpected delay. 

Driving in snow and ice 

Gentle manoeuvres are the key to safe driving –       
stopping distances are ごこ-times longer in ice and snow. 

Pull away in second gear, easing your foot of the clutch 
gently to avoid wheel spin. 

Going up hill, avoid having to stop part way up by   
waiting  until it is clear of other cars or by leaving   
plenty of room to the car in front. Keep a constant 
speed to avoid having to change down a gear. 

Going down hill, reduce your speed before the hill, use 
a low gear and try to avoid using the brakes.  

Apply brakes gently. Release the brakes and de-clutch if 
the car skids. 

)f using automatic transmission in slippery, snowy   
conditions, it╆s best to select ╅さ╆, which limits the gear 
changes and also makes you less reliant on the brakes. 

)f you get stuck, straighten the steering and clear the 
snow from the wheels. Put a sack or old rug in front of 
the driving wheels to give the tyres some grip. Once on 
the move again, try not to stop until you reach irmer 
ground. 
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PortkﾐoIkie Priﾏary SIhool 
Goiﾐg shoppiﾐg ふPriﾏary ヱ–ンぶ 

Last term Primary ご–ざ were learning all about     
diferent types of shops. As part of their work they 
spent an exciting morning exploring in Buckie, as 
these recounts from Breeze and Kaithin show. 

We went on the bus with the nursery. We went to 
the bank. We went to the church and the bell rang. 
We went to the British Red Cross shop. We got a  
teddy and a lollipop. We went to the toy shop. We 
found Brave toys. We saw a Sponge Bob pirate ship. 
The last place we went to was the Co-op. We bought 
tomatoes, bread and butter. ゅKaithin McKay, Pざょ 

We went on the bus with the nursery. ) went to the 
Red Cross shop. ) got a lolly to have and a toy to play 
with. ) went to Toymaster. We had a look around the 
shop. My group went to McKays. We had a look 
around the shop. ゅBreeze (ealy, Pざょ 

Food aﾐd Waste ふPriﾏary ヴ–ヶぶ 
Last term, Primary し–す were looking at the theme 
Food and Waste. As part of the theme, we had a visit 
from Mr Duncan Falconer who is Waste Enterprise 
Oicer for Moray Council. We enjoyed his talk on 
recycling and had fun sorting items into the correct 
recycle boxes. We also enjoyed some craft activities 
using recycled materials. 

Farﾏers Market projeIt ふPriﾏary ヶ/Αぶ 
During the autumn term, the Primary す/ず class 
worked on a food topic which led up to their          
participation in a Farmers Market at Buckie (igh 
School on じ October. 

The Farmers Market project was guided by the Royal 
Northern Countryside )nitiative ゅwww.rnci.co.ukょ 

and involved Buckie (igh School and all eight       
primary schools associated with Buckie (igh. 

)n class, the Portknockie pupils looked at food miles 
and local and seasonal produce. Their aim was to  
create a recipe in a bag that could be sold at the 
Farmers Market. They set up their own enterprise 
group and divided themselves into sections so that 
they could efectively manage all the work involved – 
public relations, art and design, research and         
development, inance and admin, and the board of 
directors. 

The pupils decided to create something using       
vegetables and, having all tasted a selection of      
curries, they settled on a Thai green curry. The next 
part was perhaps the easiest of all – Cruats farm 
straight across the road from the school agreed to 
supply the vegetables. As always, the support from 
our local community was to the fore and the         
vegetables were ofered at no cost. This, however, 
was refused! One of the aspects of the work of the 
group was to manage costs and price their inal   
product taking account of all of the costs incurred. 

)n the meantime, a website had been set up and was 
updated by the pupils ゅwww.recipebag.netょ and a 
slogan was needed. One cheeky email later and 
Gregg Wallace of Masterchef fame had agreed to the 
use of the slogan ╅Cooking doesn╆t get any easier than 
this!╆ in tribute to his own ╅Cooking doesn╆t get   
harder than this!╆ 

)n the weeks running up to the market, nineteen  
pupils had the opportunity to go to Buckie (igh 
School for a shot in the teaching kitchens. The    
principal teacher of home economics, Louise Murray, 
taught them how to make vegetable soup with the 
donated vegetables and each pupil made their own 
portion and took it home for tasting. 

)n the inal push to the day of the market, posters 
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First aﾐﾐi┗ersary of 
the Moray Coast UンA 

The Moray Coast UざA ゅUniversity 
of the Third Ageょ was formed in 
November さこごご and is aimed at        
retired and semi-retired people  
living in the area stretching from 
Banf to Elgin. 

UざAs are self-help, self-managed 
lifelong learning cooperatives, 
which provide opportunities for 
their members to share and pursue 
learning experiences in a wide 
range of interest groups. The      
accent is on learning for enjoyment and personal  
fulilment, not for qualiications, but for fun! 

The national UざA was founded in ごぜせさ and there are 
now over せさこ UざAs in the UK, with over さここ,こここ 
members. The Moray Coast UざA is the fortieth 
branch in Scotland. 

The Moray Coast UざA has several interest groups   
including archaeology, bridge, philosophy, scrabble, 
Spanish language and walking: there╆s even a lunch 
group. Groups meet on a regular basis; possible     
future interests include current afairs, ilms, French 
conversation, geology, music appreciation, petanque 
and poetry. 

)n Portknockie, monthly Members╆ meetings are held 
at さ.ざこ pm every third Wednesday of the month at 

the McBoyle (all. There are guest speakers followed 
by tea/cofee and biscuits. The December Members╆ 
meeting is on Wednesday ごぜ. The guest speaker is 
Moray Coast UざA member Alex Green who will be 
recounting ╅My life as a whistle player╆. Who knows, 
some of the other UざA members may be persuaded 
to join Alex with a few tunes. This will be followed by 
festive fancies and snacks. 

Anyone interested in joining the Moray Coast UざA is 
encouraged to attend a meeting and can be sure of 
receiving a very warm welcome. For further details, 
please visit www.uざasites.org.uk and select ╅M╆ in the 
alphabetic index or contact Rob ゅtel: こごじしさ せしこざごぜょ or 
)an ゅtel: こごじしさ せざじざぜざ. We will be delighted if you can 
join us. 
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and recipe cards were created, bags labelled,         
vegetables chopped and weighed, publicity emails 
and letters sent, and inally all produce bagged. 

A six-strong sales team arrived at Buckie on the big 
day slightly apprehensive about the prospects of   
selling all their recipe bags. They need not have   
worried. Sale started before the market even opened, 
and once it was open all bags were sold within thirty 
minutes! 

Diferent schools took on diferent tasks at the    
market, e.g. selling produce delivered by producers 

who could not attend, interviewing customers and 
producers, and counting visitors. Some sold recipe 
books and one school sold a recipe bag using oats. 

After the pupils had repaid their loan from school 
funds, their inal proit was £すせ.しじ. From this, £じし.しじ 
came from the sales at the Farmers Market and was 
contributed to a central fund. The total proit from 
all aspects of the market was over £ずここ. This will be 
used to fund more trips to the Buckie (igh for   
cooking lessons and for the costs in running another 
market in the future. 
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A Hrief history of PortkﾐoIkie’s To┘ﾐ CouﾐIil 
                    compiled by Cy Pirie from the Banfshire Advertiser 

One hundred years ago, on ごぜ November ごぜごさ, Portknockie╆s birth as Banfshire╆s youngest burgh 
came to pass. The ╅electors/ratepayers╆ of Portknockie voted in its irst Town Council, and thus began 
a すざ-year history of the town╆s afairs being run as a Burgh. Portknockie Burgh ceased to be in ごぜずじ 
when Regional Councils replaced all of Scotland╆s local District Councils. 

Before the To┘ﾐ CouﾐIil 

Prior to ごぜごさ, Portknockie╆s public afairs and law and order matters were attended to and addressed by a series of   
locally elected committees. Most committees could be petitioned by interested parties. 
Local church leaders took a leading hand in the afairs of Rathven Parish Council, Rathven School Board, 
Rathven Landward Committee and the )nirmaries Committee. 
For civil matters relating to ishermen issues ゅthe main industry of Portknockieょ, Portknockie elected members 
to sit on its (arbour Commissioners Board. Two other prominent groups dealing with ╅ishing folk╆ afairs were 
The Coal Society and the Portknockie Benevolent Society. 
Law and order was maintained by the Buckie Division of Constabulary. Portknockie had Justices of the Peace 
who met regularly at the JP Court in Buckie to deal with run-of-the-mill breaches of the peace, etc. More serious 
cases were  referred to and dealt by Banf Sherif Court. 
 

The irst steps 

Portknockie was not the irst to form a burgh council, e.g. Buckie formed one in ごせせせ. (owever, discussion    
within The (arbour Commissioners introduced the idea that it would be beneicial for Portknockie to become a 
burgh chiely ╅to promote harbour extension╆ plans, thereby enabling ╅security to be given for a ゅGovernmentょ 
harbour loan╆. )mproving Portknockie╆s harbour was the cornerstone of local afairs from ごぜここ onwards. A       
resolution to form a burgh was proposed at a public meeting held in the Fisherman╆s (all in April ごぜこぜ, and in 
May ごぜごこ a committee was formed to organise a plan of action. Through ごぜごこ–ごぜごさ, both committee and public 
meetings were held to enable the election of the Burgh╆s councillors in November ごぜごさ. 

The eleIioﾐ 

The Banfshire Advertiser for November ごぜごさ makes for interesting reading as the election, ╅the event of the      
season╆, proved to be quite a stormy afair. The eventual irst Provost, Joseph Addison, had hoped for a smooth 
passage of his ╅famous nine╆; however, a rival faction, the ╅eleventh hour men╆ led by the local United Free Kirk 
minister, Rev Mr McCallum, emerged as challengers. Addison did not help matters by publishing an ╅Electoral 
Address╆ which appeared on the front page of the ごし November edition. (is provocative address generated very 
heated ╅Nomination and (eckling Meetings╆, causing a rift between the rival factions. On the eve of the election, 
both camps ran separate electoral meetings, Addison╆s in the Seaield (all and McCallum╆s in UF Kirk (all. The 
edition the next week printed a very tetchy letter in response to Addison╆s ╅advertisement cum electoral address╆: 
the letter was signed ╅Also a Portknockie Man╆. 

So Addison did not have his way, i.e. unopposed acceptance of his famous nine. )nstead, there were three late        
nominations, one of which withdrew at the last moment, which brought about the need for an election. The 
main division between the camps was the best way forward in pursuance of and securing the cheapest loans   
possible for the harbour extension and government state loans for ishermen, and personality issues further 
clouded the waters. 

The Town Council election took place in the Seaield (all on Tuesday ごぜ November ごぜごさ. ╅Considerable interest 
was taken in the proceedings during the day, but owing to the absence of so many ishermen ゅat English        
Fishingょ ... only さこさ electors voted out of a possible ざすず.╆ One is left to wonder how the election would have gone 
if the missing ごすじ ishermen had been able to cast their votes. 

The result of the poll was that eight out of Addison╆s famous nine were elected, George Mair ╅Shavie Den╆ losing 
out. For the opposition, Rev. McCallum was elected, with his supporter John Slater ╅Mash╆ losing out. The other 
eight successful nominees were: Joseph Addison, merchant; George Pirie, shoemaker; George Donald,         
schoolmaster; David Slater, joiner; John Slater, sailmaker; John Bruce, merchant; George Wood ╅King╆, isherman; 
and James Milne, shoemaker. 

The irst ﾏeeiﾐgs 

The newly elected Town Council met in the Seaield (all on Friday ささ November and Joseph Addison was        
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appointed as Portknockie╆s irst provost. George Pirie and David Slater were appointed as bailies. Also appointed 
at this meeting as Town Clerk was Buckie solicitor Mr James Archibald, who was one of the personality issues 
behind the opposition. 

On about ごぜ December ごぜごさ, the Council ixed the Burgh╆s rates for December through to May ごぜござ. At the same     
meeting, the ╅memorial to the Board of Trade relating to the Provisional Order╆ regarding the harbour extension 
was signed, setting of a chain of events leading to a range of harbour improvements. 

The roIky road ahead 

As the years passed, paying of the capital and interest on the government loan proved to be an almost             
unbearable  burden on the folk of Portknockie. )n reality, the idealism of Addison╆s famous nine was dashed by a 
series of events beyond the control of individuals and ishing communities, such as World War One and the    
collapse of ishing markets. The much-vaunted and hoped-for universal prosperity, as envisioned by      
Portknockie╆s irst council, turned out to be, for many, a trail of bitter tears, a rocky road peppered with many 
highs and lows, a true rollercoaster for すざ years. 

Provost Joseph Addison, 
leader of the ╅famous nine╆ 

                            Bailie David Slater 

 

Senior Bailie George Pirie David Slater 
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じだずしs Town Council in the Fisherman╆s (all: centre of picture 
is Provost John Bruce. Note at top right the town drum, used 

by the town drummer as he walked round the town            
proclaiming any important announcements 

じだそず Town Council: Standing left to right: Burgh Chamberlain )an Stuart, 
Cllr William Mair, Cllr Lewis Aitken, Cllr Jackie Taylor, Dean of Guild (. 
(olly and Cllr John Mair. Sitting left to right: Depute Town Clerk Mr D.D. 
Whiteford, Town Clerk Mr J.D.G. McLeod, Provost (elen J. Geddes,      
Treasurer R.W. Donaldson, Bailie Garry Morrison Bailie and John McBoyle 

May じだぞぜ: the last elected Town Council. Standing left to right: Burgh  Surveyor and 
Sanitary )nspector T.D. (ebertson, Cllr William Pirie ╅Bomber╆, Cllr Esther J Mair, 

Cllr )an Sudding, Dean of Guild Pearl   Murray and Cllr William G Slater. Sitting 
left to right, Town Chamberlain )an J. Stuart C.A., Town Clerk J.D.G. McLeod M.A. 
L.L.B., Provost J.P. William Mair, (onorary Treasurer John Mair, J.P., Bailie Garry 

C. Morrison and Bailie George S. Donaldson. 
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My dad’s life story:  
Chapter ヴ             from Cy Pirie 

Davy Pirie wrote at length 
about his mother╆s life as a 
widow looking after her    
family. (ere are his most    
salient memories, compiled 
by his son Cy. 

(ard Times: in many households 
in the ごぜさこs money was far from 
plentiful. )t helped a little,        
however, when father╆s nets were 
bought by cousin Wake: ╅)╆ll tak╆ 
Uncle Davie╆s nets oot o ye╆r road, 
Jeannie, they╆re sae╆rin ゅservingょ 
nae purpose far they╆re lyin.╆ The 
net money helped towards the  
undertaker╆s bill. Doctor 
Mc(ardy╆s last few visits had still 
to be paid for, but the kind old 
man was in no hurry to forward his 
account. When he eventually did 
so, some weeks later, the total sum 
was obviously reduced ゅboth bills 
were paid in full using the net 
moneyょ and the few pounds saved 
from ishings, being widowed, 
mother applied for the weekly ten 
shilling pension. )t was not        
allowed, as there was no provision 
then for father as a share herring 
isherman to pay the necessary 
state stamps. She was advised to 
apply again on reaching sixty, but 
that was nineteen years to be    
precise. Widows╆ Meal she        
willingly accepted but she declined 
the ofer of Poor Relief. The       
oatmeal, a stone per quarter, was 
milled from grain grown on the 
(ome Farm of Seaield Estate and 
given free to the widows of the 
parish. The oatmeal helped greatly 
to feed us, with porridge for  
breakfast most mornings and for a 
long time, dinner every Saturday. 

With no money coming in, mother 
set about to earn some. Each   
Monday morning after the four of 
us went of to school, she did the 
weekly wash for the Fordyce family 
whose house and steading was  

further up the street. Jim Dyce had 
a few acres of land on the outskirts 
of the village and he also had the 
railway goods delivery contract 
carting coal from the harbour quay 
to the storage point. (e had a busy 
time too when preparations were 
being made for ishings, carting 
foodstuf and gear from the homes 
of crew members to the drifters 
moored in the harbour, and he was 
again required in the opposite   
direction at the end of ishings. 

Wednesday mornings became  
potted meat selling time, the   
making of it being done the       
previous evening; this too being a 
further source of a few shillings 
income. Mother╆s potted hough, 
irm and meaty and very tasty; a 
product with quite a demand. As 
her cooking facilities only         
consisted of an open coal burning 
ire and a single gas ring, she could 
only cater for a limited number of 
customers. ) carried mother╆s big 
shopping basket laden with ざd, すd 
and ぜd bowls, fully testing my   
limited strength and never     
seeming to diminish until my 
round was completed. The empty 

basket and the money in mother╆s 
safe keeping, it was then a dash to 
school, its bell usually ringing    
before ) entered the school 
grounds. 

A third meagre avenue of income 
was ゅmaking oat cakesょ for the 
yearly Yarmouth ishing season in 
early October. Again the coal ire 
was put to good use, the girdle  
being hung from the swey and the 
baking heat regulated by the hook 
being placed in the desired link of 
the crook. Each round was cut into 
quarters, then suiciently baked 
on the girdle before being removed 
to the rack hung directly before 
the ire from the top bar. This was 
repeated for toasting, a full-time 
job. Nevertheless, mother had to 
ind time for regular glances at the 
quarters before the ire in case they 
over browned. On the rare         
occasion it did happen, the spoiled 
quarters were put aside. Although 
spoiled, they were not wasted for 
they were later ground down in the 
hand into a bowl and mixed in a 
quantity of skimmed milk to be 
supped. 

Of to the English ishing season. ╅Sitting on a sea kist after being given a 
heave up on to the iron rimmed wooden wheeled lorry, used to give me a 
great deal of fun. To see Prince in the shafts with Sharp in the traces as they 
snorted and strained up the steep road from the harbour below added to the 
pleasure╆ 
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 ござ 

Village ire┘orks aﾐd frights 

)n the last week of October, the K’nocker     
enjoyed the village ireworks and dared to 
enter Portknockie╆s (aunted (ouse, which 
we think could be Scotland╆s scariest             
experience. 

The (aunted (ouse was bigger than ever and,     
judging by the blood-curdling screams echoing 
around the streets on the さnd and ざrd of          
November, we╆d have to say it was a most        
terrifying ordeal. A corridor led through a      
sequence of dimly lit rooms with lashing 
lights, all to the soundtrack of screams and 
moans.   Disturbing igures loomed out of the 
darkness when you least expected it, and           
unseen hands pulled you towards the corners. 
)t was an experience more hair raising than any 
horror lick, but without the (ollywood   
budget. Still, no one let their fear get the better 
of them, and some queued for second or third 
times. 

The (aunted (ouse, now in its fourth year, 
was built over ざ weeks by Lee Dow and Andrew 
Grant with the most generous of intentions: to 
give a good fright and raise donations to     
support Portknockie╆s and Portessie╆s play 
groups. Lee, Andrew and friendly ghouls and 
ghosts raised £さしこ. Other supporters included 
Silver Sands Leisure Park ゅa week╆s holiday as 
the rale prizeょ, Tesco ゅsweetsょ and Travis  
Perkins ゅconstruction timberょ. Lee╆s father  
donated a dramatic casket, which was installed 
in the house complete with living corpse. 
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Last issue we read about the 
autumn ishing at Yarmouth, 
but before we learn about 
winter in the village, we 
would like to show you these 
photos of Yarmouth harbour, 
which emerged after last     
going to press. 

As the ishing moved with the   
seasons, so did our activities.   
Winter was sledging time and 
most of us managed to acquire a 
sledge. )f there was snow and ice, 
the question asked was ╅is it gan?╆, 
the it being Alicki Baker╆s brae. 
There were so few cars that    
sledging in the street wasn╆t a 
problem. Sledges set of from the 
top of the brae. Some stopped at 
the harbour head whilst more   
daring souls went all the way down 
to the harbour.  
The smell of baking bread wafted 
out of the bakehouse whetting our 
appetites. Another playground was 
the dam at Cruats, the question 

there being ╅is it tholin?╆, meaning 
would it withstand our sliding on 
it? We were frequently forbidden 
to go there but always hoped it 
would be tholin and we wouldn╆t 
be found out. On one occasion my 
sister fell in wearing a heavy coat 
which was covered in slime and 
mud... we were worried sick about 
the consequences at home once we 
managed to pull her out. Winter 
also saw indoor activities – knit-
ting, sewing, embroidery, catties 
tails, peterie dicks, snakes and    
ladders, ludo. We girls were told 
we hadn╆t to sit with idle hands – 
good hands made a good wife,    
often said ╅she╆ll mak a gran wife as 
she has afa good hans╆. 
Christmas wasn╆t celebrated much 
but the local attraction then was 
Muggie Mary╆s windae to which we 
paid many visits. Muggie Mary and 
her husband had two shops        
opposite one another: one sold 
groceries, the other drapery. Every 

Christmas, Santa along with Mary 
and the baby in a cradle would  
appear in the corner of the        
window. )t was the Millennium 
Garden of its day. At (ogmanay 
we would hang up our stockings. )f 
there was a good Yarmouth ishing 
we would maybe have a game, a 
book, fruit and sweets. On aul eer╆s 
nicht, groups of children would go 
round the doors and sing: 

Rise up gweed wife and shak yir 
feathers 

Didna think that we╆re yer beggars 

We╆re gweed bairnies come tae 
play 

Rise up a ge╆ese wir (owgmanay 

Ma feets caul 

Ma sheens thin 

Ge╆ese a bit breed 

An lat╆s rin 

Ma faither steelt the mineesters 

A ヱΓヴヰs Ihildhood iﾐ PortkﾐoIkie: Part ヲ                    by A Portknockie Quine 

The crew of BFさすさ Lively, thought to be taken in Yarmouth.The two crew members on the right are skipper William Mair ╅Shavie╆                                    
and mate, the skipper╆s son Bill Watt, and in the centre is part owner Alexander Pirie ╅Coull╆ 
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So we╆ll hae tripe and ingins the 
noo 

A bottlie a bottlie a bottlie fu o 
beer 

Ye micht ge╆ese a bawbee 

Tae spen in the new ╅ear 

This was frequently followed by 
╅onything╆ shouted through the 
letterbox. 

At the end of winter we would 
roam about looking for signs of 
spring; the catkins up at the den, 

celandine at Jenny╆s Well, spinkies 
ゅprimrosesょ at the Coogate and the 
braes. We would rake for          
marmaids ゅcowriesょ at Jinny╆s 
Wall. Marbles, hipplex skipping, 
Double Dutch high tackie and low 
tackie were all popular games.  

We also had stompers, two syrup 
tins with string through them on 
which we tried to balance. The 
boys had girds, the more upmarket 
ones a car tyre. A gird was an old 
bicycle wheel which was ca╆ed by a 
kindler for the ire.  

A mark of prowess was being able 

to speak to someone and ca the 
gird at the same time. Some boys 
had hurdies made from an old ish 
box and a set of wheels, although a 
set of wheels was  sometimes hard 
to ind. Making hoosies doon the 
creeks with rubbish washed round 
from the Faskan was another    
popular pastime.  

[Ed: ) have searched high and low 
for photographs of children doing 
the sorts of things described here, 
with no success. So if anyone has 
such a picture, the K╆nocker would 
be glad to share it in print.] 

Portknockie infants, じだせた or じだせだ 

JAMES URQUHART 

PA)NTER AND DECORATOR 

All painting and decorating work undertaken 

Papering * Ames taping 

Distance no object 

ざ Mid Street, Portknockie 

Tel: こごじしさ せしこここし 

Mob: こずずすせ ぜささごさし 

                             
   ヱ ViItoria Street, PortkﾐoIkie, ABヵヶ ヴLQ 

    Tel: ヰヱヵヴヲ-ΒヴヱヶヲΑ—Fa┝: ヰヱヵヴヲ-ΒヴヱヵヴΑ 

 

LuﾐIhes & Suppers ser┗ed ヶ days 

Tuesdays ヱヲ.ヰヰ-ヱ.ヴヵpﾏ: OAP’s LuﾐIhes 

SﾐaIks, Teas & Cofee ser┗ed daily 

 

FESTIVE MENUS - LUNCHES & DINNERS 

AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 30th - CHRISTMAS EVE 

 

Bar & Louﾐge—Α Eﾐ-suite Bedrooﾏs—Wi-Fi 
Weddiﾐgs, Aﾐﾐi┗ersaries, Birthdays, Fuﾐeral Teas 

Sﾏall Paries WelIoﾏe 

Faﾏil┞ ruﾐ hotel ┘ith frieﾐdl┞ ser┗iIe iﾐ a ┘elIoﾏiﾐg atﾏosphere 

E-ﾏail: ┗iI.hotel@HtIoﾐﾐeIt.Ioﾏ  
WeH: ┘┘┘.┗iItoriahotelptk.Io.uk 
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Dear K’ﾐoIker, 
Re Katharine╆s map query, ) can only relate from the ごぜしこs. 

The path to Denside crossed the Den Burn by a stone bridge. The path was used mainly by the 
Murdoch children for travelling to and from school. 

The slip road west of Mountabor was covered in loose road metal and was known as the (urdie 
Roadie. 

The track opposite continued down onto the Low Coach Road. This was a popular walk referred to 
as going roon by the condemned tree. The condemned tree stood on the NW corner of the     
crossroads, so called because highwaymen were reputed to have been hung there. Going north at 
this crossroads takes you up McQuattie╆s Brae onto the Aぜせ. South takes you to Woodside which 
was farmed by McQuattie, who had a daily milk round in the village with this horsedrawn 
milkcart. The buildings, farmhouse and wooden Swedish cotter houses are now gone.  

The children walked to Portknockie school. Continue up past the farm and you join the (igh 
Coach Road. Go west and the road joins the Aぜせ at Rannas. East takes you to Woodside Lodge ゅa 
gatehouseょ where the road splits. A sharp left takes you down to the (ome Farm. Straight ahead 
takes you past the south side of (ome Farm and on to Cullen (ouse. 

From Portknockie, the (ome Farm is reached by taking the Brunton road and going down the 

ごす 

Tree carvings from じだせせ to じだぜせ 

The path out of Kirkies Widdie and the Low Coach Road 
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brae. First left and the farm is straight ahead.   
Continue up past the farm and, by going straight 
on, you will come to the (ead Gardener╆s Lodge.  
A sharp right there and you will join a road which 
traverses the side of the Sma╆ Bin and exits onto 
the surfaced road which lies between the (ill of 
Maud and the Cullen to Keith B road. 

All roads mentioned are loose metalled and belong 
to Seaield Estates. 

(ope this helps with your research. 

Ian Mair 

 

[From Katharine: Thank you )an. ) found my way as far as the crossroads in September. )╆ve 
included some photos which help illustrate your letter.] 

The McQuattie╆s Brae/Low Coach Road crossroads, taken from the NW corner 

FEATURE 

A plucky skipper          from Sandra Skelton ゅnée Mairょ

This was a story in the Fishing News in ごぜごし about my Great Granda John. 

╅But for the prompt and plucky action of his skipper the       
ireman of a Portknockie drifter would have lost his life at sea 
last week. The incident took place a few miles of Portknockie 
but was not reported until the boat╆s arrival at Stornoway. )t 
seems that the ireman of the drifter Au Revoir BF さごず was in 
the act of dumping ashes when he fell overboard. The alarm 
was raised and the skipper John Mair ゅBobbinょ who was in the 
wheelhouse at once put the boat about, although ropes were 
thrown to the ireman he failed to catch any of them. The  
skipper seeing that the man could not do anything for himself 
promptly leaped to his assistance and brought him alongside, 
when they were both hauled on board in an exhausted         
condition.╆ 

Later on that year the Fishing News reported that the Board of 
Trade had issued guidance to skippers to ensure that iremen 
were accompanied when dumping ashes because of the     
number of men that had been lost. 

John Mair ゅBobbinょ 
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Maureen Geddes grew up 
during the war in Kent and 
Devon. (er late husband 
Douglas hailed from      
Fochabers. (e retired in ごぜぜこ 
because of ill health, so they 
returned from South Africa in 
ごぜぜざ and moved to 
Portknockie in ごぜぜし. Maureen 
had previously worked in the 
hospitality trade, chiely in 
food service, so these skills 
came into their own when 
she opened up her B&B on 
Church Street in さここじ. 

Why the name ╅Numbani╆? 

╅Numbani╆ means ╅house╆, in either 
Swahili or Zulu, ) can╆t remember 
which, )╆ve lived in both Kenya 
and South Africa. [Ed: The results 
of an internet search suggest it is 
Swahili.] 

(ow did you start up? 

When Douglas died, ) was not   
eligible for very much pension so ) 
had to ind a way to supplement 
my income. With not many       
savings either, ) was on a         
shoestring budget. So it was     
necessary that the house could 
earn its way. 

The house was in good shape and ) 
already had all of the furniture in 

place. Just the upstairs windows 
needed replacing, so ) was very 
lucky that the council awarded a 
grant to do these. The remaining 
tasks were getting permission 
from the council to change it to a 
business, put in smoke alarms and 
get business insurance. )t took just 
a few months from deciding to do 
it and taking in my irst customer. 

Operating on a shoestring, ) have 
kept advertising very simple. The 
B&B board outside is the most  
successful because it attracts   
passing trade. Numbani also has 

an advert on the village╆s website. 

Who are your customers? 

There are the tourists travelling 
the Moray Firth coastline as part 
of a circular tour of Scotland. So 
when they are looking for a bed for 
the night, they see the B&B board 
and stop. ) believe Numbani is the 
only B&B between Cullen and 
Buckie. 

Many tourists come from overseas, 
so )╆ve played host to Belgians, 
French, Swiss, Germans,        
Americans, Australians. )f they 
come to the area again, ) often get 
repeat business. There are also 
those researching their family   
history. ) remember a man from 

Australia: he returned the next 
year with his brother and then 
both of them returned a couple of 
years later with their father. 

) am open all the year round, so 
Numbani is also handy for locals 
returning home for Christmas or 
New Year or a family do. They 
tend to come all year round       
independently of the tourist      
season, which runs for six months 
from May to November. 

What are your usual jobs? 

) have to keep an ear on the phone 
and keep my ironing up to date. ) 
have three bedrooms to keep   
suitably clean and prepared for the 
next arrivals: one double and one 
twin upstairs and one double 
downstairs. The bathroom,    
kitchen and breakfast area also 
need to be kept in good order. 

) serve breakfast as and when the 
visitors indicate on their menu. 
They can choose from full cooked 
Scottish breakfast ゅfried or grilledょ, 
cereals and bread/toast, fruit juice 
and a variety of teas and cofees 
ゅinstant or groundょ and fresh fruit. 

What makes your job easy? 

)t is an easy business to run as ) 
have very little overheads apart 
from the insurance. The key for 
smooth running is being organised 
for breakfast and generally a     
routine for both mornings and 
evenings. ) also ind my tumble 
drier very useful on those days not 
good for drying sheets and towels 
outside. )╆m quite gregarious so ) 
do like meeting people and       
running a B&B allows me to do 
this and also get out during the 
day. 

What makes your job diicult? 

The economic climate has made a 
noticeable diference. Whereas the 
irst ive years saw good trade, 
even with the diiculties in さここせ, ) 
saw a fall in trade in last year. )t 

Maureeﾐ Geddes aﾐd NuﾏHaﾐi B&B 



   

 

has got worse this year and this 
summer most of my visitors have 
been coming home or attending 
weddings. (owever, ) currently 
have an agency nurse staying: she╆s 
been with me for the last two years 
and long may it continue, it helps 
to counter the efects of the       
recession. 

What would you say to school 
leavers looking for a career? 

)f you are living in your own home 
with space to spare, B&B is an easy 
way to go and brings in a good  
income. Otherwise house sharing, 
which would be less work but also 
less income. There is nothing like 
learning on the job when you are 
responsible for your own visitors╆ 
comfort and your business╆s proit. 
So, as well as the income, running 
your own B&B can stand you in 
good stead for future employment 
and career progression in a larger 
hospitality establishment. 

 

What would you say to      
householders looking to       
supplement their income? 

)f you are it and healthy and have 
got spare rooms, and like meeting 
people, it╆s a great way to          
supplement income without     
having to go out to work. The   
major outlay is insurance so you 
do need to be sure that you can 
recover at least that cost. ) also 
think that having a nice bathroom 
is a big bonus to many customers. 

) know some may be worried 
about their own personal security. 
) myself have never been accosted 
or had anything stolen apart from 
the occasional towel. All of my 
customers are very polite and, 
even if they are coming in late 
from a party, very quiet. 

All in all, it is the best choice ) 
could make in the circumstances 
and ) haven╆t regretted it at all. 

The K╆nocker Winter さこごさ 

A LOCAL BUSINESS 

ごぜ 

For more information, contact 

Maureen Geddes on 01542 840169 

Numbani Bed and Breakfast,  

10 Church Street, Portknockie,  

Banffshire, AB56 4LN 

Dear K'nocker 

Thanks for the service. The K'nocker helps us to keep in touch with local events and local history 
even when we're miles away. 
A postal subscriber 

LETTER 
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GARDENING TIPS 

さこ 

  Traﾐsforﾏ your ┘iﾐter tuHs aﾐd haﾐgiﾐg Haskets for ┘iﾐter     by Peter Evans 
We should already have turned our attention to our tubs and hanging baskets. My garden is full 
of colour-laden tubs, hanging baskets and a scattering of frost-free ceramic pots. Without their 
cheerful inluence, it would be a very dull place indeed. Autumn is now upon us and sometime 
over the next few weeks we can expect a touch of frost to inish of the rest of our summer      
lowers. 

Choosiﾐg your plaﾐts 

The bad news is that the range of plants that you 
can use in hanging baskets and tubs to provide  
winter colour is fairly limited. But there is still  
plenty of scope for growing diferent forms of old 
winter favourites and here are just a few you could 
try. 

Winter pansies and violas 

Very reliable favourites for winter displays in tubs 
and hanging baskets, winter pansies and violas will 
lower non-stop for months on end providing you 
remove spent lowers ゅdead-headょ regularly. You 
can even rejuvenate your pansies by cutting them 
back should they become straggly. 

Trailing ivy 

)vy is great for bulking out foliage and adding the ╅hang╆ to your winter hanging baskets, covering the       
undersides and providing a fresh summer feel to any winter display. You should be able to buy pots or plugs 
of ivy from your local garden centre. Try and pick the larger plants as ivy is slow to grow. 

(ardy primroses 

(ardy primroses will yield an incredibly bright splash of colour in the darkest months. Try Primrose Arctic 
Mixed for extra hardiness. They don╆t grow too tall, so they╆re not much use in hanging baskets. Plant them 
in tubs or even window boxes for extra efect. 

Cyclamen 

There is something almost fairytale-like about this lowering perennial with its pink, red and white lame-

like lowers and patterned ivy-shaped leaves. They do prefer shade, however, and can be planted in amongst 
the roots of a tree afterwards. 

 Winter bulbs 

 Snowdrops can be used in baskets and tubs for     
early colour. For later winter blooms, try tulips,  
crocuses and narcissi. Once your basket has        
inished, you can plant out the bulbs in your      
borders. 
 

 Preparing your winter hanging        
basket 

 You will need a wire basket approximately ざこ cm 
ゅごさ inchesょ in diameter, multipurpose compost,  
lining material such as coconut ibre or sphagnum 
moss, newspaper or a bin liner, a small saucer, slow
-release granular fertiliser, water-retaining crystals 
or gel, trailing ivy, bedding plants and bulbs, and a 
watering can with a rose attachment. 
 

http://www.awin1.com/cread.php?platform=dl&awinmid=2283&awinaffid=89125&clickref=&p=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.thompson-morgan.com%2Fdispatcher%3Fsearch%3Dsnowdrops
http://www.videojug.com/film/how-to-make-a-winter-hanging-basket
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GARDENING TIPS 

さご 

ご. Prepare the compost 

Most gardeners recommend mixing the compost with 
slow-release granular fertiliser and water-retaining 
crystals or gel. This will nourish your plants and give 
them a better chance of survival. 

さ. Prepare the basket 

Place the hanging basket on a pot to keep it steady. 
Line the basket with a layer of ibre/moss, making   
sure that it covers the basket and is at least a few            
centimetres thick. Place a piece of newspaper soaked 
in water or bin liner over the ibre layer. This will help 
to conserve water and protect the roots from freezing 
through the winter. Cut three slits in the newspaper 
near the base of the basket so the plants can be        
inserted through the liner. Next, place a small saucer 
in the base of the basket, which will act as reservoir and reduce the need for regular watering. Finally, cover 
the base with a layer of the compost mixture about じ cm ゅさ inchesょ deep.  

ざ. Plant the ivy                               
Remove each ivy plant from its pot and insert the stems through one of the slits in the paper and the ibre to 
the outside. Make sure they are planted above the level of the saucer. Add another layer of compost mixture 
and irm it down with your ingers. 

し. Plant the bedding plants 

Winter bedding plants can be planted in the sides of the basket as well as on top. 
These plants are more delicate than ivy, so avoid damaging them when you insert them into the basket. 
Make a hole in the newspaper and insert each plant from the outside through the ibre lining and newspaper 
until the root ball is positioned in the compost. Repeat this process at regular intervals with about さこ plants 
to cover the outside of the basket. Finally, plant some winter bedding on the top of the basket. 

じ. Plant the bulbs 

The top layer of winter bedding can be interplanted with spring-lowering bulbs. Find the gaps between the 
plants and make holes twice the depth of each bulb. Make sure the tip of the bulb points upwards. Firm the 
soil down with your ingers. 

す. Water the basket 

(ang the basket on a bracket in a semi-shaded, sheltered area. Water your hanging basket once it is in 
place. (anging baskets are prone to drying out quickly so the compost should be kept moist, and your hang-
ing basket may need to be watered every ざ days through the winter, depending on the weather. 

        In the next issue: Making the most of your Portknockie garden in summer. 

ListerﾏaI PharﾏaIy 
 

ン Uﾐioﾐ Street, PortkﾐoIkie 

tel: ヰヱヵヴヲ ΒヴヰヲヶΒ 
 

Shop hours: Moﾐ-Fri Β.ンヰ-ヱン.ヰヰ, ヱヴ.ヰヰ-ヱΑ.ンヰ 

Sat Β.ンヰ-ヱン.ヰヰ 
 

Dispeﾐsiﾐg hours: Moﾐ-Fri Γ.ヰヰ-ヱヰ.ヲヰ, ヱヴ.ヰヰ-ヱΑ.ンヰ 
 

Out of hours IoﾐtaIt: NHS ヲヴ ふtel: ヰΒヴヵヴ ヲヴ ヲヴ ヲヴぶ 
 

NHS aﾐd pri┗ate dispeﾐsiﾐg, ﾏiﾐor ailﾏeﾐt sIheﾏe,  
IhroﾐiI ﾏediIaioﾐ sIheﾏe, NHS sﾏokiﾐg Iessaioﾐ 

 

Greeiﾐgs Iards, je┘eller┞ &  haﾐdHags 
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NATURE NOTES 

ささ 

LoIal ﾐaﾏes for fauﾐa aﾐd lora  
                                                                                      
by )an Mair 

Following on from last issue╆s challenge to take 
the Portknockie wildlife safari, ) note the      fol-
lowing local names. 

 

Land   

Earwig Gollach 

Gorse Funs 

Grass Girse 

(ooded crow (uddie 

(ouse sparrow Spuggie/spurdie 

Lapwing Peezie 

Partridge Paitrick 

Pied wagtail Trotty wagtail 

Pigeon Doo 

Thistle Jouby nettles 

Wood pigeon Cushy doo 

Sea   

Brown crab Partan 

Brown crab, large Spanner 

Coalish, fry Geekie 

Coalish, mature Blackjack 

Coalish, second year Queethie 

Cockle Fuddie 

Common gull Lan╆pulie 

Conger eel (aevil 

Cormorant Scrathie 

Dolphin Louper dog 

Fulmar Saintie 

Gannet Solan 

Green crab, male Griche 

(erring gull Rock pulie 

Kittiwake Pichnae 

Oyster catcher Musselpecker/mussley 

Peeler crab Saftie 

If you have any articles, letters or photographs for the Spring K’nocker, 
please email them to us before the 1st of February 2013;  

contact details on the back page 
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NATURE NOTES 

さざ 

DaﾐIiﾐg lights 

Taken from Dancing Lights by Stan 
Barber of SIGMA 

With long winter nights upon 
us, there is still a chance to 
see one of the most               
exhilarating sights in the 
night sky, the Northern 
Lights, particularly if you 
know when, where and what 
to look for. 

Our ancestors marvelled at these 
strange lights that danced in the 
northern sky and there were many 
ideas on their cause, some         
extremely fanciful. Vikings         
believed they were relections from 
the shields and armour of          
Valkyries, mythical mounted    
warriors. Another was that the 
lights were a bridge from Earth to 
(eaven called Bifrost or Quivering 
Roadway, leading fallen warriors to 
the Great (all of Valhalla. 

)t was not until the early さこth    
century that the causes of aurora 
were better understood, and the 
essential driving forces               
determined. The main driver of 
aurora is the Sun and in particular 
the solar wind, a stream of charged 
particles ejected from its upper 
atmosphere. Streaming out in all 
directions, some of these highly 
charged particles interact with the 
Earth╆s magnetic ields and are 
funnelled down towards the    
magnetic poles. 

Solar wind particles collide with 
atoms and molecules in our upper 
atmosphere, with green or   
brownish-reddish light resulting 
from collisions with oxygen       
molecules and blue or red light 
from nitrogen. The intensity and 
activity of aurora vary mainly as a 
result of the intensity of the solar 
wind, which can be augmented by 

solar eruptions associated with 
sunspots and even larger events 
such as coronal mass ejections. 

)n general there seems to be an     
ごご-year cycle with regard to        
increased solar activity, and       
Autumn さこごご to Spring さこござ falls 
into the area of increase, with 
sightings throughout the last year 
at a variety of spots along the 
Moray Firth coastline. 

So next time it is clear 
and dark, why not spend 
some time outside, and 
turn your attention to 
the northern horizon. 
Any location with a clear 
horizon is good,         
preferably keeping away 
from streetlights and 
light pollution. )f you 
have access to the       
internet, there are a 
number of websites that 
ofer free aurora      
warnings by email, such 
as that provided by the 
department of physics at 
Lancaster University 

ゅwww.dcs.lancs.acuk/iono/
aurorawatchょ. 

So only a few months of this          
ごご-year cycle remain. )f you have 
not been lucky to see the Lights so 
far, wrap up warmly, walk down to 
the lagpole and on a clear night 
the Valkyries might just dance past 
you. 

Now attempt our Starry Skies Wordsearch on the following pages where you 
will ind all things stellar . 
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WORDSEARCH 

さし 

Aldebaran 

Andromeda 

Aquarius 

Arcturus 

Asteroid 

Aurora 

Betelgeuse 

Black hole 

Callisto 

Cassiopeia 

Castor 

Comet 

Earth 

Europa 

Galaxy 

Ganymede 

Gemini 

(ubble 

Jupiter 

Leonids 

Mars 

Mercury 

Meteor 

Milky way 

Nebula 

Neptune 

Observatory 

Orbit 

Orion 

Pegasus 

Perseids 

Pioneer 

Planet 

Pluto 

Polaris 

Pollux 

Pulsar 

Red dwarf 

Relector 

Answers to September issue╆s Wordsearch 

Starry Skies 
Find the astronomical names and words in this tricky wordsearch. Words can be across,             
diagonal, down and even backwards. Answers in the next issue! 

Refractor 

Satellite 

Saturn 

Scorpio 

Solar system 

Supernova 

Telescope 

Uranus 

Ursa major 

Venus 

Voyager 
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WORDSEARCH 

さじ 

COSTCUTTER 

Family Store, Of Licence & Post Oice 

Open early till late, every day 

Post Oice open Mon-Sat am, Mon pm 

Lottery, Greetings Cards, Gifts, (ousehold Goods 

Selection of Fruit, Veg, Frozen Foods, Bread, 
Cakes, Sweets, Soft Drinks and more 

)n winter we close at ず.ざこpm Mon-Sat                    
and しpm on Sun 
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RECIPES 

さす 

Sifado,  
a ┘iﾐter ┘arﾏiﾐg ste┘   
                                                by Katharine Connell 

Not a local dish but from Greece, yet Stifado is 
one of my favourite ways to serve a hot beef 
stew. The basic idea is beef with lots of onions, 
but tomato, red wine and cinnamon give a 
thick and tasty sauce. 

ご.じ kg ゅざ lbょ chuck beef 

ごここ ml ゅざ l. ozょ olive oil 

ご.じ kg ゅざ lbょ onions 

ざ garlic cloves 

ごじこ ml ゅじ l. ozょ red wine 

ざ tbsp red wine vinegar 

さ bay leaves 

さ cinnamon sticks 

ざ tbsp tomato puree 

seasoning 

ご. Dice the beef and fry small batches with the oil in 
a hot pan  until sealed. Collect the batches in a 
large stew pot. 

さ. Slice the onions and fry until brown. Crush the    
garlic and cook with the onions for the last minute. 
Add to the stew pot. 

ざ. Add the remaining ingredients and enough water 
to cover the meat, bring to a simmer and cook for 
at least ざ hours. 

し. Before serving, remove the cinnamon sticks. 
Serve with potatoes and your choice of vegetables. 

Boris’s HorsIht                   by Peter Evans 
Borscht, or beetroot soup, is generally accredited 
to Ukraine with root vegetables such as beetroot, 
carrot and even turnip being used for its           
preparation. This one is a Russian variation that 
found its way to the USA in the late ごぜしこs and was            
nicknamed Boris╆s Borscht by US servicemen. 

Serves そ 

ご onion 

じじ g ゅさ ozょ butter 

ざじこ g ゅごさ ozょ raw beetroot, cut into thin batons 

ご carrot, cut into thin batons 

ざ celery sticks, thinly sliced 

さ tomatoes, peeled, deseeded and chopped 

ご litre ゅさ pintsょ vegetable stock, or a little more to thin the 
soup 

ご tbsp white wine vinegar 

ご tbsp sugar 

さ tbsp snipped fresh dill 

salt and pepper 

ごごじ g ゅし ozょ white cabbage, shredded 

ご raw beetroot, grated 

ごじこ ml ゅじ l. ozょ soured cream, to garnish 

Crusty bread, to serve 

ご. Slice the onion into rings. Melt the butter in a large 
heavy-based saucepan. Add the onion and cook over a 
low heat, stirring occasionally, for ざ–じ minutes or until 
softened. Add the beetroot batons, carrot, celery and  
tomatoes and cook, stirring frequently, for し–じ minutes. 

さ. Add the stock, vinegar, sugar and ご tablespoon of dill to 
the pan. Season to taste. Bring to the boil, reduce the 
heat and simmer for ざじ–しこ minutes or until the           
vegetables are tender. 

ざ. Stir in the cabbage, cover and simmer for ごこ minutes. 
Stir in the grated beetroot, with any juices, and cook for a 
further ごこ minutes. 

し. Ladle into 
warmed 
bowls.      
Garnish with 
a spoonful of 
soured cream 
and the    
remaining 
dill, and serve 
with crusty 
bread. 
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WHAT’S ON             DIRECTORY for your ﾐoiIe Hoard 

VILLAGE CALENDAR 
 

Dec せ: Christmas Fair, McBoyle (all. 
Dec せ: Nursery fundraising bag packing, Buckie Co-op. 
Dec ござ: Nursery Festive Tea, Seaield (all, see posters 
for details. 
Dec ごぜ:  Moray Coast UざA, さ:ざこpm, McBoyle (all.  Alex 
Green: ╉My Life as a Whistle Player╊. 
Dec さし: Christmas Eve Service at Church of Scotland, 
すpm, all welcome. 
 
REGULAR MEETINGS 
 

Bingo: Alternate Wednesdays ずpm, Seaield )nn. 
Bowls: Mon and Thurs す.ざこpm, McBoyle (all. 
Darts League: Thursdays, Seaield )nn. 
(eritage Group: First Mondays usually, 
さ–しpm, (all Kirk, Cullen, September to May. 
)n Stitches: Tuesdays ごこ–ごさ noon, the Snug, 
McBoyle (all, a knitting and sewing group. 
Live music: Second Fridays, Victoria (otel and 

Last Sunday, Seaield )nn. 
Moray Coast UざA: Third Wednesdays.  さ:ざこpm, 
McBoyle (all. Members╆ meeting with guest speakers. 
OAPs╆ lunches: Tuesdays ごさ–ご.しじ, Victoria (otel. 
Scottish Country Dancing: Wednesdays 

ゅexcept on Guild nights, when on Tuesdaysょ, 
ずpm, Seaield (all. 
Pool League: Mondays, Seaield )nn. 
Seaield ゅPortknockieょ WR): Third Thursdays ずpm, 
Seaield (all. 
Seniors╆ Club: Third Tuesdays, Seaield (all. 
Toddler Club: Thursdays ご–さ.ざこpm, 
McBoyle (all. 
Walking Group: Thursdays ごこ.ざこam, McBoyle (all. 
Youth Club: Tues; Primary ご–ざ, す.ここ–ず.ここpm, 
Primary し–ず, ず.ここ–せ.ここpm, McBoyle (all. 
Zumba classes: Mondays ご.ごじpm, McBoyle (all. 
 

C(URC( SERV)CES AND GROUPS 
 

Church of Scotland 

Worship and Sunday School ごご.ごじam.  
Women╆s Church Guild Second Wednesdays, Seaield 
(all. 
Thursday Club, ゅPrimary じ–ずょ Thursdays, 
す–ず.ざこpm, Seaield (all.  
 

Church of Christ 

Morning Worship, Sundays, ごごam. 
Gospel Service, Sundays, すpm. 
Ladies Fellowship, alternate Mondays, ずpm, 
restarts September, all Ladies welcome. 
Prayer Meeting, Fridays, ずpm. 

 
Last updated November さこごさ 

 

Portknockie/Buckie area code is こごじしさ 

 

EMERGENC)ES AND URGENT 
 

Coastguard: Emergency ぜぜぜ; Aberdeen 

enquiries こごささし じぜさざざし 

Environmental incidents: こせここ せこずこすこ 

Gas leaks: こせここ ごごごぜぜぜ ゅさし hょ 

N(Sさし (ealth Advice: こせしじし さしさしさし 

Police: Emergency ぜぜぜ; 
non-emergency こせしじす ここじずここ 

Power cuts: Scottish (ydro こせここ ざここぜぜぜ 

Scottish Power こせしじさ ずさずぜぜぜ ゅboth さし hょ 

Telephone faults: BT こせここ せここごじご 

Water emergencies: こせしじす ここせせじじ ゅさし hょ 
 

LOCAL SERV)CES 
 

Bed & Breakfast: せしこごすぜ 

Church of Scotland: せしこぜじご ゅsession clerkょ 

Dentist: Buckie Dental Practice せざごごすざ 

Doctors: 
Seaield and Cullen Medical Centre せざじじずず; 
Ardach (ealth Centre せざごじじじ 

(ospitals: Seaield (ospital せざさこせご; 
Dr Gray╆s ゅElginょ, Aberdeen Royal )nirmary 

こせしじし じすすこここ 

(arbour Garage: せしここぜぜ 

(arbourmaster: せしこせざざ 

Library: せしごごしぜ, Tuesdays and Thursdays さ–し 

and じ–ず, Saturdays ごこ–ごさ 

Moray Council: switchboard こござしざ じしざしじご, out 
of hours こせしじず じすじすじす; Buckie Access Point 
せざずさここ; waste uplift こござしざ じじずざごせ ゅafter ごこamょ 

Neighbourhood Watch: せしここここ ゅJohn Mylesょ 
Nursery: せしごせさじ 

Optician: McLachlan Opticians せざささざぜ 

Pharmacy: せしこさすせ 

Post Oices: Portknockie せしこさこご; 
Buckie sorting oice せざごさじさ; Buckie せざじすしさ; 
Cullen せしこさこす; Findochty せざごさすせ 

School: せしこさしし 
 

TRAVEL )NFORMAT)ON 
 

Airports: Aberdeen こせしじす こごじぜさぜ; )nverness 

こごすすず しすしこここ 

Bus and coach: Stagecoach Bluebird こござしざ 

じししさささ; First Aberdeen こごささし すじここここ; National 
Express こせずごず せごせごずせ 

Ferries: Northlink ゅAberdeenょ こせしじす こここししぜ 

Trains: Scot Rail こせしじず じじここざざ ゅtickets and 

faresょ, こせしじす こごじぜさぜ ゅinformationょ; National Rail 
こせしじず しせしぜじこ 

さず 

If you have any forthcoming events for the Spring calendar, 
please email them to us before the 1st of February;  

contact details on the back page 
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Ioﾏﾏuﾐity  ﾐoiIe Hoard, aﾐd large priﾐt aﾐd podIasts. Heleﾐ Field ふtel: ΒヴヰヱΓヲ; eﾏail: ieldΑ@isIali.Io.ukぶ: joiﾐiﾐg the 
teaﾏ aﾐd ad┗erisiﾐg. Kathariﾐe Coﾐﾐell ふtel: ΒヴヱΑヲヴ; eﾏail: kathariﾐe.Ioﾐﾐell@zeﾐ.Io.ukぶ: leters, Husiﾐess features,      
Ialeﾐdar, ﾏeeiﾐgs aﾐd direItory. Peter E┗aﾐs ふtel: ΒヴヱΑヴヰ; eﾏail: peter.e┗aﾐs.aHヵヶ@gﾏail.Ioﾏぶ: ﾐe┘s, features, photos 
aﾐd desigﾐ. 
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